
MEDICAL SUMMARY

Medical summaries are almost always customized to client needs. These samples illustrate some general examples of
summaries. They show medical conditions affecting the patient displaying both diagnosis and treatment.

If the allegations involve a medical condition that I'm unfamiliar with, I research the condition on the internet.
If you want this additional report, please contact XYZ Consulting for a personalized report. Hotlinking the
chronology for quick access to medical records will reduce your review time. Use of an apostrophe before the
"s" indicates the possessive for example, The IV's contents included potassium. An example is, "The wound
measured 8 cm long by 6 cm wide 3. Entering facts in chronological order was another huge time saver.
However, law firms are traditional organizations and tend to use two spaces. Condition referenced summaries
display a deep reference view of medical conditions. Do this even if the attorney has an excellent grasp of the
medical terms and principles. Notice that the example did not use an apostrophe. This particular case had
several more pages in the medical summary, including Dr. This is a key paragraph because it provides the
reader with a road map, providing direction to the reader for the rest of the summary and analysis. However, I
realized that I was adding an extra step by cutting and pasting. If you are an independent LNC, the
recommendation section can also be used to suggest additional services. The first thing that I do when I write a
medical summary is to type the allegations into the report. We worked on networked computers and she had
access to my files. These summaries are suitable for litigation and sometimes used in medical research. The
dense tabular layout of such summaries requires more careful review as data is laid out with additional
columns. Besides capturing critical information about the facts, We highlight medically note-worthy
information that can make the chronology far more valuable for your litigation. We generate pain indication
studies, impairment studies among a broad variety of custom data extractions. This will help the attorney
decide which additional records to obtain and whom to depose. Step 4: Substance Use Another vital part of a
medical summary report is the information on substance use. Keeping in mind the voluminous medical records
attorneys receive for every case it would be an strenuous process to probe into each medical record and
identify their relevance in terms of the case. After I go through the deletion process, I fill in the remaining
notes so that they're written in sentences, like the image below. Medical Summary - Malpractice Incident -
Example 93 Malpractice incident s summaries outline the cause of the injury and its consequences on the
patient. These summaries are used in claim management, claim litigation, malpractice action among other
uses. Click on the image to download the entire PDF example. This is where a Chronology would help. A
more detailed Touch Chart would illustrate the times that staff interacted with the plaintiff. Maybe it's how
you write a medical summary too. Before I had a computer, I used to jot down dates and facts on paper, and
then I would write out complete paragraphs. Sample Medical Summary Report Template. A medical chart is
especially significant with regard to tracing the administration of medication, patterns of care and other
associated aspects. Custom Formats And Demos For Evaluation For regular users of medical reviews, we are
happy to provide a free sample of our work for up to a page record. Medical records are many and these need
to be effectively streamlined to understand a claim related case and take the correct decision. An initial review
of a Plaintiff case should always identify whether the LNC believes that an expert will find the case to have
merit or not. Again, cases do not always remain with one attorney and the next attorney might not have the
same grasp of medical conditions that the first one had. I used to write out complete paragraphs, and then cut
and paste them in my word processor. For example, "The records of ABC hospital don't support the plaintiff's
allegation that the nursing staff ignored him. Also identify each set of medical records reviewed. I eventually
stopped jotting any notes on paper, but it was tough for me to stop - I felt like Linus giving up his blanket.


